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MINDING THE FUTURE

Don’t miss all this…
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BrainTech 2019,
the premier BrainTech collaboration event,

will bring together the major players and key
stakeholders in the neurotechnology ecosphere, to
explore the latest developments and opportunities
in brain research and technologies from Israel and
around the world.
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Our People
BrainTech 2019 Conference Co-Chairs
Dr. Rafi Gidron

Founder and Chairman,
Israel Brain Technologies

Miri Polachek

Founding Executive Director, Israel Brain
Technologies (ex-officio) CEO, Joy Ventures

BrainTech 2019 Steering Committee

Prof. Hagai Bergman
Professor of Physiology, The
Hebrew university of Jerusalem;
President, Israel society for
Neuroscience (ISFN)

Anya Eldan

VP, Israel Innovation Authority StartUp Division

Amir Konigsberg

Co-Founder & Chief Executive
Officer, Twiggle

Dr. Oren Shriki

Director of MA studies and head
of BA track in computer science
Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev The Department of Brain
and Cognitive Sciences

Dr. Melanie Walker
Clinical Associate Professor of
Neurology and Neurosurgery,
University of Washington
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Who Attends?
Over 750 attendees
• Early stage projects
• Braintech startups
• Entrepreneurs interested in the braintech revolution

10%

Other
(inc gov’t/
non-profits)

20%

Investors/
donors

35%

Clinicians and
scientists

35%

Entrepreneurs/
startups/
industry

• Policymakers impacting research and healthcare technology
• Industry R&D and investment executives
• VC funds and angel investors
• Life science and technology industry veterans and advisors
• Neuroscience faculty and students
• Clinicians: neurologists, neurosurgeons, psychiatrists

HIGHLIGHTS
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Why Join?
• Scout emerging and game-changing brain technologies
• Access to the most innovative in the neurotechnology community; senior execs, multinationals,
entrepreneurs, startups, investors mentors, government leaders and world-renowned neuroscientists
• Network, explore new partnerships and foster new collaborations
• Raise your specific challenge for discussion with science and industry experts

What else?
• World renowned keynote lecturers and fascinating lectures, debates and panels
• An innovative brain technology exhibition, tech demonstrations and Startup Pavilion
• A Startup Competition, including a pitch session of the finalist teams on the main stage
• 1:1 pre-scheduled meetings to initiate dozens of cooperation and business opportunities
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BrainTech 2017 Sponsors
Platinum
Silver
Gold
Bronze
Partners
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BrainTech
2019

Premium Package 

US$ 1700 includes

March 4-5,
Tel Aviv, Israel

Registration
to BrainTech 2019
Conference

Invitation
to exclusive
networking reception

3 nights’
accommodation
at the 5* David
Intercontinental
Tel Aviv

Professional Tours
to visit leading Israeli
braintech companies
premises (March 6)

Pre-arranged delegate access and transfer to
“Our Crowd” Investors Summit
taking place in Jerusalem (March 7)
https://summit.ourcrowd.com/
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The IBT Mission
Envisioned by former President Shimon Peres, Israel
Brain Technologies (IBT) is a non-profit organization
whose mission is to accelerate the commercialization
of Israel’s brain-related innovation and establish Israel
as a leading international brain technology hub, by:
• Supporting brain technology development
• Creating & fostering a community of entrepreneurs, innovators
and investors around neurotechnology
• Attracting key stakeholders to partner and support braintech
in Israel
• Serving as an authority and knowledge center
for the braintech ecosystem.

WATCH VIDEO
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Join us there to see and be seen!
Don’t miss this unique opportunity to connect and network with
entrepreneurs, investors, multinational executives, scientists, clinicians and
other key stakeholders in the fields of innovation and commercialization of
brain technologies and related research at BrainTech 2019!
For more details, please contact Maria Vasileva at: mvasileva@kenes.com
https://braintech.kenes.com/

BrainTech
2019
March 4-5,
Tel Aviv, Israel
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